
Can ar&ficial intelligence create art, and what issues does this ques&on raise? You can address this 
ques&on with reference to one or a combina&on of fine arts, literature, or music. 

“Banal ideas cannot be rescued by beau2ful execu2on” wrote Sol LeWi, as his 32nd Sentence on 
Conceptual Art 1. LeWi,’s statement encapsulates the central issue under considera<on. Ar<ficial 
Intelligence (AI) has the capability to create beau<fully executed art but whether this art is anything 
other than “banal” is debatable. This is par<cularly the case with the rapid, recent prolifera<on of AI-
art, and the advent of text-to-image models readily available online. These models u<lise large 
datasets, producing content similar, but not iden<cal, in a process known as diffusion 2 – requiring only 
limited levels of human interac<on. This is in contrast to its precursor, ‘Genera<ve Art’, which 
developed in the 1960s, pioneered by Harold Cohen in the development of the program AARON 3. 
Cohen emphasised his authorship in the crea<on of art – the crea<ve input was from him, not his 
program. AI-art is s<ll in its infancy, and Alexander Mordvintsev’s release of DeepDream in 2015 is 
considered to be the incep<on of AI-art as a concept 4. This was developed further with the launch of 
the website Artbreeder in 2018 and the release of text-to-image models, notably DALL-E, in 2021. In 
determining whether AI can create art, one must first consider what art is, examining the issues this 
creates. Although art produced by AI creates various prac<cal issues – from legal, such as copyright 
and ownership, through to economic, such as the replacement of ar<sts with machine, there are more 
fundamental concerns to explore. These encompass the quality of the art produced which hinders its 
meaningful impact, the deriva<ve and limi<ng nature of AI-art, and the poten<al implica<ons for the 
development of art itself.  

To understand whether AI-art is art, an a,empt to define ‘art’ should be made. Dickie, wri<ng in ‘What 
is Art’ offers a defini<on for what he believes art to be – a work of art, for him, fulfils two quotas: “(1) 
an ar2fact (2) upon which some society or some sub-group of a society has conferred the status of 
candidate for apprecia2on” 5. Following this defini<on, any object can become a work of art if 
legi<mised by an ins<tu<on or the “artworld” 6. Duchamp’s Readymades, ordinary objects “elevated 
to a work of art by the mere choice of an ar2st” 7, exemplify the applica<on of this defini<on. As Dickie 
highlights, the act of placing a urinal – in reference to Duchamp’s “Fountain” – within an ins<tu<onal 
context converts the urinal into a work of art 8. Dickie introduces a clarifica<on regarding the 
‘ar<factuality’ of a work of art. As, “If urinals, snowshovels and hatracks can become works of art, why 
can’t natural objects such as driMwood become works of art?” 9. He concludes that they can, acquiring 
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their ar<factuality simultaneously as the status of candidate for apprecia<on is conferred upon them10. 
For Dickie, in conferring status, human involvement in the ar<s<c process is invaluable. 
 
Dickie’s clarifica<on is useful when considering AI-generated art. Applying Dickie’s defini<on, AI-art 
could become art even though there is a range of AI-generated art produced with differing levels of 
human involvement. AI-art encompasses art created by ar<sts u<lising AI as a tool – finetuning 
datasets and edi<ng the image aaer its genera<on – through to text-to-image models, requiring only 
a prompt to generate an image. The la,er, despite negligible human input into the crea<ve process, 
s<ll sa<sfies Dickie’s defini<on of art. However, the idea of an ‘artworld’/ins<tu<on may become an 
outdated concept given the speed at which AI is developing. Dickie’s defini<on is too rigid for a medium 
so flexible and unpredictable. One cannot account for the future. Assuredly predic<ng whether there 
will be an ‘artworld’/ins<tu<on in the future is an impossible task.  
 
Perhaps then, to account for this, an an<-essen<alist approach to the defini<on of art must be u<lised, 
an ‘open concept’, as outlined in Weitz’s “The Role of Theory in Aesthe2cs”. Weitz writes that “a 
concept is open if its condi2ons of applica2on are amendable and corrigible” 11. He highlights that 
“‘Art,’ itself is an open concept. New condi2ons… have constantly arisen and will undoubtedly 
constantly arise”. Weitz emphasises that the concept of art can be extended 12. U<lising this approach, 
AI can create art independent from the ‘artworld’/ins<tu<on – and even from the human. However, 
art which does not draw from human experience will affect the nature of the art produced.    
 
Human experience is irreplaceable when crea<ng a meaningful work of art. As “Computa2onal 
imagery has no such referent in nature or to anything outside of itself” 13, decontextualised artworks 
are created. This art is removed from the context in which human-created art is made (in the presence 
of social forces), hindering the standard of art produced and the development of art in the future. 
Human-created art and AI-generated art – dis<nct from art created by ar<sts u<lising AI as tool – are 
fundamentally different and are dis<nguishable due to ar<s<c intent. This is incorporated into the 
crea<ve process and cannot currently be replicated by computers.  
 
The inten<on of an AI-generator when crea<ng art is not to create a work of art to reflect popular 
culture, family, history – but to solve a problem posed. Human-created art has the power to 
contextualise a <me-period through the mediums used, messages conveyed, and subjects depicted, 
something which current AI-art does not do. In “Can Computers Create Art?”, Herzmann highlights the 
inability of AI to “respond meaningly to their culture, experiences, world events, responses to their work 
and other aspects of their environment” 14. Human involvement in the crea<on of a meaningful work 
of art is essen<al. A sen<ment echoed in Tarkovsky’s Stalker 15, placing humans at the centre of the 
concept of art itself. As Elwes states, “You can’t really envisage how a machine could even start to do 
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something like put a urinal in a museum” 16. This limits the level of engagement an individual can have 
with a work of AI-art. However, Mazzone and Elgammal’s 2019 journal, “Art, Crea2vity and the 
Poten2al of Ar2ficial Intelligence” emphasises the aesthe<c quality of a work of AI-art that “speaks the 
language of a pain2ng” through “colour choices, form elements, arrangement of forms on a 2-D 
surface”, deposing these elements in the eye of the viewer 17. An individual can find meaning from a 
work of art purely through aesthe<cs. But, as recognised by Duchamp, artworks which priori<se 
visuals, “intended only to please the eye” 18, come at the expense of meaningful interac<on between 
ar<st and viewer. Perhaps it would be apt to classify AI-generated art, created with limited human 
interac<on, as “re<nal” art. This was a term coined by Duchamp in his a,empt to produce art “in 
service of the mind” 19. Although some meaning can be found through engaging with “re<nal” AI-art, 
this is limited.  
 
Art produced by AI-generators is necessarily deriva<ve, relying on data sets composed of references 
“typically pulled from the internet” 20. The AI-generator Stable Diffusion, built by the company 
Stability.AI, “trained the model on the LAION-5B data set” 21, consis<ng of “5.85 billion… image-text 
pairs” 22. The images created by such text-to-image models rely on art and media that have been 
created prior to the concep<on of an AI-generated artwork. Before Basquiat, it would be impossible 
to input the prompt ‘produce me an image of X in the style of Basquiat’. AI-generators cannot produce 
art independent from what came before. Human-created art differs as humans have the capacity to 
create art, which is not dependent on the past, enabling ar<s<c development. This is outlined by 
Herzmann, who wrote that in order for AI to fulfil his criterion of ‘crea<vity’ “an AI ar2st would have 
to exhibit some form of growth” 23, something not currently possible. Even though it can be argued 
that the medium in which these artworks are produced is innova<ve, the art created, is not. It does 
li,le to further the evolu<on of art.  
 
It is, however, possible to incorporate innova<on into AI-generated art. There are ar<sts who u<lise AI 
as a tool to create art independent from text-to-image models. Adop<ng the use of AI, fine ar<sts can 
“produce works within their own tradi2ons…”, oaen exhibi<ng in “tradi2onal or mixed-media art 
spaces” 24. The art created by these ar<sts, u<lising AI as an element within their crea<ve process, is 
not necessarily deriva<ve as AI is being u<lised uniquely, supplemen<ng tradi<onal mediums. Helena 
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Sarin, visual ar<st and soaware engineer, u<lises genera<ve adversarial networks as a “controlled 
interven2on to modify the texture of an exis2ng image” 25, using AI to enhance a drawing, an 
undoubtedly innova<ve technique. However, un<l an ar<st has contextualised a work of AI-art (for 
example, by finetuning a dataset to include culturally and historically relevant images or by edi<ng the 
image post-genera<on) it is limited in scope and impact.   
 
The technological advancement of AI is ongoing and the issue of posthuman art remains concerning. 
The AI-generator Midjourney lists the types of data collected when the service is used. This includes 
“Text or image prompts you input into the Services”  26. AI-generators have the poten<al to not only 
u<lise exis<ng datasets, but u<lise personal data inpu,ed into text-to-image models. The poten<al 
self-genera<ng nature of these models leads one to ques<on whether prompts will be required in the 
future and whether human interac<on within the crea<ve process will eventually be non-existent.  
 
The poten<al implica<ons of this are the increased homogeneity of art in the future, produced with a 
resounding lack of social deviancy. The Russian Construc<vists u<lised art as a tool to force social 
change, approaching the concept of art from a u<litarian perspec<ve, stressing the importance of “real 
materials in real space” 27 and the development of art as a “visual programme” 28 to aid a modern, 
socialist society. It would be possible to envisage a future where AI-art could be u<lised in such a way 
to “administer the aesthe2c” 29. Produced independently from human interac<on (and social forces), 
AI-art could maintain cultural hegemony by cemen<ng a homogenised, “common world-view” 30. 
Much like the decline of the Construc<vists in the face of Stalin’s growing hos<lity towards the avant-
garde 31, contemporary art could face AI-imposed censorship as AI-art becomes dominant. However, 
when predic<ng the future in regard to AI, a level of scep<cism must be acknowledged due to the 
dangers of “overes2ma2ng” 32. This technology is in its infancy and the consequences of the increased 
use and implementa<on of AI-art are unknown. In this respect, one can draw a comparison with the 
development of photography – a medium which came to have a “profound and unexpected effect on 
pain2ng”, inspiring greater abstrac<on, displacing “portraiture’s social func2on” 33. Photography and 
fine art coexist, perhaps the same can occur with AI-art and fine art. But these fears are not unfounded. 
In the essay “AI Aesthe2cs”,  Manovich states “AI has already become a mechanism for influencing the 
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imagina2ons of billions”, emphasising the “aesthe2c decisions” AI is making for individuals 34. It should 
therefore remain a vital considera<on given its poten<al. 
 
Non-human actors within the crea<ve process force us to consider what art is and the role of humanity 
in the crea<on of art. AI-art, with negligible human input into the crea<ve process, is undoubtedly art 
but has limita<ons and concerning repercussions. Art produced by text-to-image models is 
decontextualised from the world in which it is exhibited and thus limited in its emo<onal impact and 
level of meaningful engagement. Innova<on and therefore the evolu<on of art is hindered by the 
inherently deriva<ve nature of AI-art. These issues force one to recognise the danger of AI-art in that 
the poten<al homogeneity of art could strip art of its power as a force for change. There is, however, 
currently a place within the artworld for AI to coexist with more tradi<onal mediums pioneered 
through the work of ar<sts u<lising AI to create art. This innova<on must be encouraged as AI will only 
become more sophis<cated with the poten<al to dominate.   
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